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This also means that an interruption to your Wi-Fi signal, whether due to spotty service or an electrical outage
will keep your camera from working. Buy a separate mount to use Flir FX as an action cam. A growing
number, though, can operate untethered. Some have replaceable batteries, while others are rechargeable, but
each one gives you greater control over where you install your camera many devices come with hardware so
you can mount your cameras to a wall, built-in stands so you can set them on flat surfaces and some others
have magnetic bases so you can easily snap them onto fridges, filing cabinets and other metal surfaces for a
quick no-fuss install. App Most security cameras today are accessible on either Android or iOS devices. Many
also offer web apps so you can log in on your laptop to view the same video feed or tweak your settings. App
configuration varies by device, but it typically requires creating an account username and password , logging
in and entering your local Wi-Fi details. Video Some cameras offer constant access to a live feed as long as
the camera and your app are connected to the internet. This is called live streaming and it lets you check in on
your home whenever you want. Other cameras, like Homeboy , focus exclusively on recording a video clip
only when motion or some other sensor is triggered. Video quality is also a major consideration. The clearer
your video quality, the more bandwidth it takes up and the more likely it is to experience lag times and other
annoying glitches. High-definition, or HD, video focuses on either or p streaming quality. Most have p today,
while others, like Homeboy, stick with low bandwidth x VGA video quality to keep the battery going longer.
If you do end up picking an HD option and run into lag times or other bandwidth holdups, most cameras give
you the option to adjust the quality to a lower resolution. Some cameras even auto-adjust video quality based
on your internet connection. Storage and subscriptions Not all video storage is created equal. Remote and local
storage are really a matter of preference, but some cameras, like the Flir FX give you both options. Field of
view How much do you want your security camera to see? The Lynx camera correctly distinguished among all
seven of the faces I added to the app. Related links If you want to get extra serious about home security, there
are a handful of models, like the Canary All-in-One and even the free Salient Eye Android app which can turn
spare Android devices into security cameras for free , that come with built-in sirens and arm and disarm modes
for a more straightforward security setup. In addition, an increasing number of cameras respond to voice
commands. There are also smart home hubs like Wink and SmartThings , which are compatible with a variety
of different protocol languages and help bridge the gap between two products from two different brands that
speak two different protocol languages. But, when you look closer, key details help distinguish a smartly
designed camera from the rest of the pack. Most security cameras come with built-in stands, while others have
solid cylindrical constructions. Install the Ring Video Doorbell 2 in a flash 1: Even so, the security industry is
in flux, and there are a lot of upcoming innovations that are sure to leave their mark on the home security
market. We look forward to new and innovative ways to use voice control with security cameras, as well as
even more third-party integrations linking your camera to other smart home devices. ADT and LG partnered
on a contract-free all-in-one security device. Regardless of the trends, start with what you want to get out of a
home security camera.
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Human Resources This guide addresses the steps to take once a breach has occurred. A Guide for Business
and Start with Security: A Guide for Business. Order Free Copies You just learned that your business
experienced a data breach. What steps should you take and whom should you contact if personal information
may have been exposed? Although the answers vary from case to case, the following guidance from the
Federal Trade Commission FTC can help you make smart, sound decisions. Secure Your Operations Move
quickly to secure your systems and fix vulnerabilities that may have caused the breach. The only thing worse
than a data breach is multiple data breaches. Mobilize your breach response team right away to prevent
additional data loss. The exact steps to take depend on the nature of the breach and the structure of your
business. Assemble a team of experts to conduct a comprehensive breach response. Depending on the size and
nature of your company, they may include forensics, legal, information security, information technology,
operations, human resources, communications, investor relations, and management. Identify a data forensics
team. Consider hiring independent forensic investigators to help you determine the source and scope of the
breach. They will capture forensic images of affected systems, collect and analyze evidence, and outline
remediation steps. Consult with legal counsel. Talk to your legal counsel. Then, you may consider hiring
outside legal counsel with privacy and data security expertise. They can advise you on federal and state laws
that may be implicated by a breach. Secure physical areas potentially related to the breach. Lock them and
change access codes, if needed. Ask your forensics experts and law enforcement when it is reasonable to
resume regular operations. Stop additional data loss. Closely monitor all entry and exit points, especially those
involved in the breach. If possible, put clean machines online in place of affected ones. In addition, update
credentials and passwords of authorized users. Remove improperly posted information from the web. If the
data breach involved personal information improperly posted on your website, immediately remove it. If you
find any, contact those sites and ask them to remove it. Interview people who discovered the breach. Also, talk
with anyone else who may know about it. If you have a customer service center, make sure the staff knows
where to forward information that may aid your investigation of the breach. Do not destroy evidence. Fix
Vulnerabilities Think about service providers. If service providers were involved, examine what personal
information they can access and decide if you need to change their access privileges. Also, ensure your service
providers are taking the necessary steps to make sure another breach does not occur. If your service providers
say they have remedied vulnerabilities, verify that they really fixed things. Check your network segmentation.
When you set up your network, you likely segmented it so that a breach on one server or in one site could not
lead to a breach on another server or site. Work with your forensics experts to analyze whether your
segmentation plan was effective in containing the breach. If you need to make any changes, do so now. Work
with your forensics experts. Find out if measures such as encryption were enabled when the breach happened.
Analyze backup or preserved data. Review logs to determine who had access to the data at the time of the
breach. Also, analyze who currently has access, determine whether that access is needed, and restrict access if
it is not. Verify the types of information compromised, the number of people affected, and whether you have
contact information for those people. When you get the forensic reports, take the recommended remedial
measures as soon as possible. Have a communications plan. Create a comprehensive plan that reaches all
affected audiences â€” employees, customers, investors, business partners, and other stakeholders. Anticipate
questions that people will ask. Then, put top tier questions and clear, plain-language answers on your website
where they are easy to find. Notify Appropriate Parties When your business experiences a data breach, notify
law enforcement, other affected businesses, and affected individuals. Determine your legal requirements. Most
states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands have enacted legislation requiring
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notification of security breaches involving personal information. In addition, depending on the types of
information involved in the breach, there may be other laws or regulations that apply to your situation. Check
state and federal laws or regulations for any specific requirements for your business. Notify Law Enforcement
Call your local police department immediately. Report your situation and the potential risk for identity theft.
The sooner law enforcement learns about the theft, the more effective they can be. For incidents involving
mail theft, contact the U. Did the breach involve electronic health information? If so, you must notify the FTC
and in some cases, the media. If so, you must notify the Secretary of the U.
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Do you have something in your home or business that you want to protect? Are you seeking that secured feeling that
comes with knowing someone else is watching over your loved ones and valued possessions?

Linked-In Scammers, hackers and identity thieves are looking to steal your personal information - and your
money. But there are steps you can take to protect yourself, like keeping your computer software up-to-date
and giving out your personal information only when you have good reason. Keep your software â€” including
your operating system, the web browsers you use to connect to the Internet, and your apps â€” up to date to
protect against the latest threats. Most software can update automatically, so make sure to set yours to do so.
Outdated software is easier for criminals to break into. If you think you have a virus or bad software on your
computer, check out how to detect and get rid of malware. Protect Your Personal Information. Your Social
Security number, credit card numbers, and bank and utility account numbers can be used to steal your money
or open new accounts in your name. So every time you are asked for your personal information â€” whether in
a web form, an email, a text, or a phone message â€” think about why someone needs it and whether you can
really trust the request. In an effort to steal your information, scammers will do everything they can to appear
trustworthy. Learn more about scammers who phish for your personal information. Here are a few ideas for
creating strong passwords and keeping them safe: Use at least 10 characters; 12 is ideal for most home users.
Mix numbers, symbols, and capital letters into the middle of your password, not at the beginning or end.
Legitimate companies will not ask you for your password. If you write down a password, keep it locked up,
out of plain sight. For accounts that support it, two-factor authentication requires both your password and an
additional piece of information to log in to your account. The second piece could be a code sent to your phone,
or a random number generated by an app or a token. This protects your account even if your password is
compromised. To determine if a website is encrypted, look for https at the beginning of the web address. That
means the site is secure. Back Up Your Files. No system is completely secure. Copy your files to an external
hard drive or cloud storage.
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By automating your payments and using our secure system, you avoid the risks and hassle associated with
paper checks. Benefit Icon Understand Fraud and Phishing Phishing scams are typically fraudulent emails that
appear to come from legitimate sources. Those emails, and the people behind the scam, attempt to steal your
personal information: Fraudulent emails also often contain attachments or links to phony websites. Clicking
on either can infect your computer with malware, giving the perpetrator access to your usernames, passwords
or other private data. Keep in mind that NACHA does not send communications of any type to persons or
organizations about individual ACH transactions that they originate or receive. We maintain a high level of
security by actively investigating phishing and fraud, and we partner with our members to uncover new scams.
Benefit Icon Examples Knowing how to identify a fraudulent email or website is the first step in protecting
yourself against phishing. These scams can be extremely sophisticated, using legitimate company information
and visuals to trick you into believing the email or website is affiliated with NACHA. Familiarize yourself
with common elements of phishing: Some internet service providers have stronger spam filters than others,
helping you ensure that the address is actually from the authentic IP address it purports to have. Typos and
grammatical mistakes: Fraudulent emails often insert spelling or grammar errors in order to bypass email
filters. The email may not refer to you by name. Many phishing emails rely on compelling language,
encouraging you to take action immediately for the sake of your own security. The email may have seemingly
specific account numbers in order to create a sense of uniqueness and legitimacy. As mentioned, numerous
phishing emails rely on external links. When you roll your mouse over the link, without clicking, it may say
one thing in print but have a link source code pointing to an entirely different website. Fraudulent emails often
contain authentic business logos, addresses and phone numbers to trick you into taking them seriously. Benefit
Icon Resources To avoid identity theft, do not open suspicious emails or emails from unknown parties. For
further information on protecting yourself from phishing and fraud, as well as advice on what to do if your
computer is infected with malware, use the resources below.
Chapter 5 : Compliance & Guidance | Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
free ebook Consumer S Guide To Modern Electronic Security. This is Consumer S Guide To Modern Electronic Security
the best ebook that you can get right now online.

Chapter 6 : Data Breach Response: A Guide for Business | Federal Trade Commission
Joe Agreste, a professional security expert for over twenty-five years, seeks to educate the average consumer about
modern electronic security for a home or small business.

Chapter 7 : Computer Security | Consumer Information
The Guide includes a sample seven-step approach for implementing a security management process. Security Risk
Assessment (SRA) Tool. HHS downloadable tool to help providers from small practices navigate the security risk
analysis process.
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Direct Payment What is Direct Payment? Direct Payment is the use of electronic payments authorized by the consumer
to pay recurring bills, such as utility bills, insurance premiums, membership dues, and loan repayments.

Chapter 9 : Security camera buying guide - CNET
Consumer Reports is a nonprofit organization providing unbiased product ratings and reviews. We put over 5, products
through rigorous testing each year.
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